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Trojanized Super Mario game used to install
Windows malware

A trojanized installer for the popular Super Mario 3: Mario Forever game for Windows has been

infecting unsuspecting players with multiple malware infections. Super Mario 3: Mario Forever

is a free-to-play remake of the classic Nintendo game developed by Buziol Games and released

for the Windows platform in 2003.

The game became very popular, downloaded by millions, who praised it for featuring all the

mechanics of the classic Mario series but with updated graphics and modernized styling and

sound.

Development of the game continued for another decade, releasing multiple subsequent

versions that brought bug �xes and improvements. Today, it remains a post-modern classic.
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More #News

Hackers use fake OnlyFans pics to drop info-stealing malware

LastPass users furious after being locked out due to MFA resets

NSA shares tips on blocking BlackLotus UEFI malware attacks

Chinese Hackers Using Never-Before-Seen Tactics for Critical Infrastructure Attacks

 

#Breach Log

Hackers infect Linux SSH servers with Tsunami botnet malware

Hackers warn University of Manchester students’ of imminent data leak

American Airlines, Southwest Airlines disclose data breaches affecting pilots

 

#Patch Time!

Fortinet �xes critical FortiNAC remote command execution �aw

CISA orders agencies to patch iPhone bugs abused in spyware attacks

Zero-Day Alert: Apple Releases Patches for Actively Exploited Flaws in iOS, macOS, and

Safari

 

#Tech and #Tools

Microsoft �xes Azure AD auth �aw enabling account takeover

VMware warns of critical vRealize �aw exploited in attacks

Grafana warns of critical auth bypass due to Azure AD integration

Twitter Hacker Sentenced to 5 Years in Prison for $120,000 Crypto Scam
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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